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ABSTRACT_ Nowadays, data mining is frequently used in the real estate industry. Data 

mining is particularly helpful in predicting property values, important housing features, and 

many other things since it can extract pertinent knowledge from raw data. Studies have 

indicated that changes in home values frequently cause anxiety for homeowners and the real 

estate industry. A review of the literature is done in order to determine the most effective 

models for predicting home values as well as the pertinent characteristics. The analysis's 

conclusions supported the usage of XGBoost and Random Forest as the most effective 

models in comparison to other models. Furthermore, our results imply that structural and 

locational characteristics play a significant role in determining home values. In particular, 

housing developers and academics can greatly benefit from this study's determination of the 

most important factors influencing home prices and the optimal machine learning model to 

employ when conducting research in this area. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

House is one of human life's most 

essential needs, along with other 

fundamental needs such as food, water, 

and much more. Demand for houses grew 

rapidly over the years as people's living 

standards improved. While there are 

people who make their house as an 

investment and property, yet most people 

around the world are buying a house as 

their shelter or as their livelihood.   

According to housing markets have a 

positive impact on a country's currency, 

which is an important national economy 

scale. Homeowners will purchase goods 

such as furniture and household 

equipment for their home, and 

homebuilders or contractors will purchase 

raw material to build houses to satisfy 

house demand, which is an indication of 

the economic wave effect created by the 

new house supply. Besides that, 

consumers have capital to make a large 

investment, and the construction industry 

is in good condition can be seen through a 

country's high level of house supply.  
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According to numerous international 

organizations and human rights have 

emphasized house importance. House is 

profoundly rooted in the economic, 

financial, and political structure of each 

country. Nevertheless, reported that the 

fluctuation of house prices has always 

been an issue for house owners, buildings 

and real estate, besides stated that house 

has become unaffordable as there is 

substantial price growth in several 

countries in the housing sector. Residents' 

quality of life as well as national 

economy depends on the potential house 

price increase. Ultimately, this issue will 

affect investors who are making their 

house as an investment.  

An increase in house demand occurs each 

year, indirectly causing house price 

increases every year. The problem arises 

when there are numerous variables such 

as location and property demand that may 

influence the house price, thus most 

stakeholders including buyers and 

developers, house builders and the real 

estate industry would like to know the 

exact attributes or the accurate factors 

influencing the house price to help 

investors make decisions and help house 

builders set the house price.  

House price prediction can be done by 

using a multiple prediction models 

(Machine Learning Model) such as 

support vector regression, artificial neural 

network, and more. There are many 

benefits that home buyers, property 

investors, and house builders can reap 

from the houseprice model. This model 

will provide a lot of information and 

knowledge to home buyers, property 

investors and house builders, such as the 

valuation of house prices in the present 

market, which will help them determine 

house prices.   

Meanwhile, this model can help potential 

buyers decide the characteristics of a 

house they want according to their 

budget. Previous studies focused on 

analysing the attributes that affect house 

price and predicting house price based on 

the model of machine learning separately. 

However, this article combines such a 

both predicting house price and attributes 

together. 

2.LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 Predicting Housing Sales in Turkey 
Using Arima, Lstm and Hybrid                    

Models  

 AUTHORS:  A. S. Temür, M. Akgün, 

and G. Temur  

ABSTRACT: Having forecast of real 

estate sales done correctly is very 

important for balancing supply and 

demand in the housing market. However, 

it is very difficult for housing companies 
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or real estate professionals to determine 

how many houses they will sell next year. 

Although this does not mean that a 

prediction plan cannot be created, the 

studies conducted both in Turkey and 

different countries about the housing 

sector are focused more on estimating 

housing prices. Especially the developing 

technological advances allow making 

estimations in many areas. That is why 

the purpose of this study is both to 

provide guiding information to the 

companies in the sector and to contribute 

to the literature. In this study, a 124-

month data set belonging to the 2008 (1)–

2018 (4) period has been taken into 

account for total housing sales in Turkey. 

In order to estimate the time series of 

sales, ARIMA (Auto Regressive 

Integrated Moving Average as linear 

model), LSTM (Long Short-Term 

Memory as nonlinear model) has been 

used. As to increase the estimation, a 

HYBRID (LSTM and ARIMA) model 

created has been used in the application. 

When MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage 

Error) and MSE (Mean Squared Error) 

values obtained from each of these 

methods were compared, the best 

performance with the lowest error rate 

proved to be the HYBRID model, and the 

fact that all the application models have 

very close results shows the success of 

predictability. This is an indication that 

our study will contribute significantly to 

the literature.  

2.2 Housing Price Prediction Using 
Machine Learning Algorithms: The 

Case of Melbourne City, Australia  

AUTHORS:  T. D. Phan  

ABSTRACT: House price forecasting is 

an important topic of real estate. The 

literature attempts to derive useful 

knowledge from historical data of 

property markets. Machine  

learning techniques are applied to analyse 

historical property transactions in 

Australia to discover useful models for 

house buyers and sellers. Revealed is the 

high discrepancy between house prices in 

the most expensive and most affordable 

suburbs in the city of Melbourne. 

Moreover, experiments demonstrate that 

the combination of Stepwise and Support 

Vector Machine that is based on mean 

squared error measurement is a 

competitive approach.  
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2.3 Forecasting house price index of 
China using dendritic neuron model 

AUTHORS:  Y. Y. S. Song, T. Zhou, H. 
Yachi, and S. Gao  

ABSTRACT: The result of Chinese 

housing market continues to prosper or 

not is related to the development of 

China, and further it also has an impact 

on the world finance. Thus forecasting 

the house price index is very important 

and challenging. In this paper we propose 

an unsupervised learnable neuron model 

(DNM) by including the nonlinear 

interactions between excitation and 

inhibition on dendrites. We use DNM to 

fit the House Price Index (HPI) data and 

then forecast the trends of Chinese 

housing market. To verify the 

effectiveness of the DNM, we use a 

traditional statistical model (i.e., the 

exponential smoothing (ES) model) to 

make a performance comparison. Three 

quantitative statistical metrics including 

normalized mean square error, absolute 

percentage of error, and correlation 

coefficient are used to evaluate the 

forecasting performance of the two 

models. Experimental results demonstrate 

that the proposed DNM is better than ES 

in all of the three quantitative statistical 

metrics.  

3.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

House price prediction can be done by 

using a multiple prediction models 

(Machine Learning Model) such as 

Random forest and Xgboost. There are 

many benefits that home buyers, property 

investors, and house builders can reap 

from the house-price model. This model 

will provide a lot of information and 

knowledge to home buyers, property 

investors and house builders, such as the 

valuation of house prices in the present 

market, which will help them determine 

house prices. Meanwhile, this model can 

help potential buyers decide the 

characteristics of a house they want 

according to their budget. Previous 

studies focused on analyzing the 

attributes that affect house price and 

predicting house price based on the model 

of machine learning separately. However, 

this article combines such a both 

predicting house price and attributes 

together.  

3.1 IMPLEMENTAION 

1. Upload Dataset 

2. Data Preprocessing 

3. Feature extraction 

4. Model Generation 

5. Build Random Forest classifier 

6. Build XGBoost classifier 
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7. Predict Accuracy 

3.1.1 ALGORITHM: 

RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM:  
an ensemble algorithm which means 

internally it will use multiple classifier 

algorithms to build accurate classifier 

model. Internally this algorithm will use 

decision tree algorithm to generate it train 

model for classification. 

 

GRADIENT BOOST  

Gradient boosting was created by in 1999 

and is a commonly used machine learning 

algorithm because of its performance, 

consistency and interpretability. Gradient 

boosting delivers state-of-the-art in 

various machine learning activities, such 

as multistage classification, click 

prediction and ranking. With the advent 

of big data in recent years, gradient 

boosting faces new challenges, especially 

with regard to the balance between 

accuracy and performance. There are few 

parameters for gradient boosting. To 

ensure a dynamic balance between fit and 

regularity.  

 

The following steps can be taken to select 

parameters: 

 (1) Setting regularization parameters 

(lambda, alpha) 

 (2) reducing learning rate and decide 

those optimal parameters again. 

 

Fig 1:Architecture 
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4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

           

In above screen dataset loaded and now click on ‘Train Random Forest’ link to train 

Random Forest and get below prediction output  

           

 In above graph x-axis represents number of days and y-axis represents Housing price and 

red line represents Original House Test prices and green line represents Predicted prices and 

we can see both lines are fully overlapping so there is so much closeness between test data 
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and predicted prices and we can say Random Forest is accurate in House prices prediction 

and now close above graph to get below page 

          

In above screen first column contains Algorithm name and second column contains Original 

Test data house prices and third column contains Random Forest Predicted prices. Now 

click on ‘Train Logistic Regression’ link to train regression and get below page  
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   In above logistic regression house price prediction there is some gap between red and 

green line so Logistic Regression prediction is not accurate and now close above graph to 

get below price prediction screen 

          

In above screen we can see Logistic Regression Predicted prices and its test prices and now 

click on ‘Graph’ link to get below comparison graph  

    

In above screen x-axis represents algorithms names and y-axis represents MSE and RMSE 

and in both algorithms Random forest got little less MSE and RMSE compare to Logistic 
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Regression and now close above graph and then click on ‘Predict House Prices’ link to get 

below page  

     

In above screen I am selecting and uploading ‘testData.csv’ file and then click on ‘Open’ 

button and then click on ‘Submit’ button to get below prediction output 
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In above screen we can see test data in all columns and last column contains predicted 

prices.  

Similarly you can add new test data in ‘testData.csv’ file and then upload and predict prices.  

5.CONCLUSION 

This paper examined and analyzed the 

current research on the significant 

attributes              of house price and 

analyzed the data mining techniques used 

to predict house price. Technically, 

houses with a strategic location such as 

the accessibility to shopping mall or other 

facilities tend to be more expensive than 

houses in rural areas with limited 

numbers of facilities. The accurate 

prediction model would allow investors 

or house buyers to determine the realistic 

price of a house as well as the house 

developers to decide the affordable house 

price. This paper addressed the attributes 

used by previous researchers to forecast a 

house price using various prediction 

models. Taken together, the results of the 

survey have shown the potential of 

Random forest and XGBoost in 

predicting house prices. These models 

were developed based on several input 

attributes and they work significantly 

positive with house price. In conclusion, 

the impact of this research was intended 

to help and assist other researchers in 

developing a real model which can easily 

and accurately predict house prices. 

Further work on a real model needs to be 

done with the utilization of our findings 

to confirm them. 
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